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INTRODUCTION
'Digital India', driven by Geo-spatial Technology, have influenced the map to be evolved from a 'product' to 'large-scale service for societal benefit'. Decision makers' preference for quantitative and comprehensive map revolving around socio demographic data, leads to emergence of decision-maps. Remote sensing imageries and derived products are a direct input for geospatial data generation, monitoring resources and providing citizen services. Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO), having a major role to technological development and launching Indian remote sensing satellites, is responsible for remote sensing data distribution in India. With the increasing use of space based data/ information, there is a conscious effort of ISRO for partnership development through collaboration and cooperation with international/ national agencies, government departments and policy makers. This Paper present a glance on its collaboration and outreach effort for development of space technology and utilization of space based remote sensing data along with capacity building.
GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY OUTREACH
Geospatial technology is being implemented to promote improved coordination for development and providing citizen services in India with associated spatial reasoning and sharing across multiple levels. 'Geo' data generation of resources, assets, infrastructures and citizens with time scale using multisensor earth observation data and its near real time utilization is taken as a priority. An overview of Indian scenario of translating geospatial technology for societal benefit is mentioned below.
Flagship Projects for Development & Citizen Services
several flagship projects and support programs have been identified for cooperation of ISRO and central /state government ministries by utilizing space based data and geo-spatial technology for rural and tribal development, natural resources management, energy, infrastructure, communication & * Corresponding author navigation, e-governance, disaster & early warning etc. National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) of ISRO has developed a webbased portal 'Bhuvan' with customized analysis tools/ techniques, which serves as an interface for visualization, mapping, monitoring, platform for building user applications, evaluating, decision making and data sharing (bhuvan.nrsc.gov.in/bhuvan_links.php) through ministry/ task specific modules. Geospatial data is generated using high resolution satellite data products in synchronization with ground data & photographs collection using customized mobile based applications. These flagship projects are coordinated, monitored and implemented by central/ state departments officials/staffs from concerned departments/ respective states along with ISRO scientists. Brief overview about different projects along with its major geospatial components and societal benefits, are compiled (Table 1-5) from different sources (Rajeswari et al, 2017, Sonal et al, 2016, NRSC and Bhuvan websites) .
Projects related to urban development are implemented for mapping urban areas, smart cities development and infrastructure development (Table-1 Table-4 . Programs related to development of natural resources Programs linked with citizen services are oriented towards identifying gap areas and providing ease of service (Table-5 ). Recent thrust towards digital India and digital economy has surged the demand of satellite internet services (Fig-5 ).
Purpose Tasks Benefits Automated Warnings at Unmanned Level Crossings by ISRO and Indian railways.
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-5, 2018 ISPRS TC V Mid-term Symposium "Geospatial Technology -Pixel to People", 20-23 November 2018, Dehradun, India Most of these services are provided by citizen centric customized mobile applications. The implementation of these projects will create more transparent, efficient and scalable approaches to delivering services to citizens and government interdepartmental interactions.
Weakness and Issues of Geospatial Outreach in India
Along with the advantages and potentials of geospatial technologies, the biggest challenges are data sharing linked with necessary data security framework, data policies and Trained human resources.
Data Sharing: Structured geospatial data on the basis of the Indian administrative structure are created earlier by NRDMS, NRIS and National Spatial Data Infrastructure geo-portal (by DOS and DST). Apart from this different departments and states have set up individual portals (like NRSC, Survey of India, NIC, Census of India, Geological Survey of India, MoES, Telangana Govt, AP govt etc have their own platform/ portal). NSDI established of core metadata standards but thematic standards are varying among different data of different agencies. National GIS (NGIS), by DST, has integrated geo-spatial data available with organisations like Survey of India, National Informatics Centre, National remote sensing center & Ministry of Earth Sciences provide data & development support services for state government departments. Digital India Program took over few years back with an orientation towards e-governance applications and various mission mode projects. National Centre of Geo-informatics (NCOG) is set up to take to care of geospatial resources, applications and solutions to human resources development, collaboration with public and private agencies and R&D. Issues about data sharing, standardization of data at structural and thematic level may get resolved with widespread data uses and sharing.
Data Policies: In India till now the right to generate authenticated geospatial data is with government institutes and agencies. As the data is with spatially referenced context (maps, imagery, point information by GPS and other means), its generation and access is controlled by the state through established policies. These policies effectively control and regulate the use of Indian geospatial data by Indian users.
• Space based Remote Sensing Data Policy -Data is generated and distributed by the Dept of Space. It regulates access to data with better than 1m resolution. Purchase of such Indian and foreign data are subject to screening and is purchased from/ through NRSC. Public sector units need a govt certificate to access sub meter data, with a declaration of data use for development purpose in India. Antrix, commercial arm of ISRO, enters into agreements with foreign entities for launches from other countries, to access Indian satellite data, for supplying/ marketing their data etc.
• Map Policy -Topographic data is generated, modified distributed and regulated the access by Survey of India. et al, 2018) . A unified geo-data policy may help which will satisfy development and civilian applications with taking care of national security concern.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY COLLABORATION
Since international and strategic relations are built on political, economic and cultural aspects along with scientific and technological factors, 'Space' forms a trans-national dimension for international cooperation and goodwill generation. Effective and appropriate national, International collaborations, which may happen in Governmental, non-governmental, Commercial, bilateral, regional, multilateral and Global level are an integral part for development of space technology, remote sensing data generation, and its applications. 
Collaboration of ISRO with international community

Collaboration of ISRO with Public Sector in India
ISRO is considered as one of the leaders in developing space based societal applications. Outcomes of space research and programs are perceived many times directly in terms of 'Money spent vs gained'. It infers the requirement of satellite launch to meet national requirement of geospatial data for different applications, providing critical communication bands and commercial satellite launches etc., which has a direct impact on economy. Indirect benefits are linked with creating technological capacity, International collaboration and diplomacy, natural resource management, generation of employment education and overall development of society. ISRO has taken initiatives for collaboration and technology transfer with Indian Small and Medium-Scale Enterprises with a buy back incentive to converting a supplier enterprise to vendor in areas of space transportation, spacecraft development and ground operations functions. Industry may be partners in Systems Assembly, Integration and Testing (AIT) of Indian satellites in due course. There is a formation of a consortium of industries with ISRO for the development of Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV). This may help to achieve satellite launch volumes for meeting local and international demand (Dasgupta et al, 2017) . Increased annual launch frequencies in next few years lead to emergence of different industry-government collaboration models with use of existing ISRO and industry infrastructure, for further capacity building in the industry.
CAPACITY BUILDING IN GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY
A National taskforce on Geospatial education (created by Ministry of Human Resources) have identified 3 types of workforce requirement in its report (2013) for implementing geospatial technology. The categories are -a) Skilled workforce in a large number for data creation, mapping, GIS operators, ground data collection (consumer of geospatial technology), b) Technical professional having specific training and knowledge for particular tasks like data processing, Geodatabase, GIS analysis etc. (consumer and developer of geospatial technology) c) Experts with geospatial degree, capable of handling geospatial projects independently (developer of geospatial technology).In India though the capacity building efforts started long back, it has picked up the momentum in last decades. 
On-campus Education through Institutes
Geo-Spatial E-learning -Indian initiatives
Indian higher education system is large (next to US and China) enough to support the emerging geospatial requirement, but a small percentage of higher learning educational institutes are equipped with infrastructure for collaborative/ online education in terms of infrastructure, high-speed broadband internet and quality content with Indian case studies in geospatial technology.
Noteworthy E-learning initiatives at India and worldwide are:
• National Program on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL), a joint initiative of the IITs and IISc for creating Open Online Courses (Fig-2) . As part of this few courses are provided where student can registrar and get certified in geospatial technologies.
• Free and Open Software in Education (FOSSEE), part of the National Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technology (ICT) by MHRD is enabling students to improve their computational skills by learning new free and open source tools online, but absence of internet is a major hindrance for its spread in Rural-India. Mumbai IIT is having an outreach program to reach out beyond its student community online Continuing education programs (CEP) offers short intensive courses for the enhancement of the expertise of working professionals in industry and government. It uses different mediums and variety of technologies, (uploading web-based courses, taking video recordings of classroom lectures, and transmitting courses through internet with live interaction). Live courses (https://onlinecourses.nptel.ac.in/) are transmitted through internet, using a web interactive platform Fig-2 (Fig-3) .Popular educational websites like MIT Open Courseware and online platforms like edX, Coursera connect learners to the best universities with a nominal fee or freely available geospatial courses. Industry considers geospatial technologies related to IT without knowledge of geography, on the other hand students with 'geo' background is not well versed in computer applications programming, S\W and data processing. Introducing geospatial subjects in school curricula by the Central Board of Secondary Education is a good beginning in this regard.
CONCLUSION
Generation and utilization of space based geospatial data will lead to more International and national collaboration. Progress of Geospatial national projects and collaboration of government will cater geo-conscious decision makers to take better decisions and promote citizen services. Ground data collections using mobile applications, as part of different projects, will lead to have a citizen's database with GPS points, geotagged photographs for further utilization. Launch of upcoming communication satellites higher bandwidth will enable faster internet delivery at interior part of the country. Interactive Elearning Geospatial contents will be more popular with image, maps, multimedia along with Indian examples and case based scenarios will improve the effectiveness, practical hands on experience. Through outreach program at National Remote Sensing Centre and Space Application Centre students of Master and PhD degree are getting opportunity to contribute in national projects and gaining practical experiences. Convenient Internet delivery, greater richness of content, the availability of effective quality evaluations will ensure the expanded use of e-learning in the future.
